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1 of 1 review helpful Another worthy work by Naomi Regan By Jocelyn Schaible I love Naomi Ragen s books I flew 
through this one and found it compelling It was not as complicated and dark as Devil in Jerusalem but it was still a 
good read And it wasn t exhausting emotionally Yet I cared about that little community in the hills and what became 
of her dad and his legal battle I cared about the mom and how she stru When life is at its best the unimaginable can 
shatter everything you think you know hellip Abigail Samuels has no reason to feel anything but joy on the morning 
her life falls apart The epitome of the successful Jewish American woman she is married to a well known and 
respected accountant and is in the middle of planning her daughter Kayla s wedding Kayla too wakes up that morning 
with the world in the palm of her hand Having lived the c From Publishers Weekly Ragen The Saturday Wife brings a 
bitter intensity to this story of betrayal and a Jewish family brought to its knees by a financial scam to fund overseas 
terrorism Boston accountant Adam Samuels gets ensnared in political and religious 
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